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The ready availability of recorded music creates the danger that the more children hear, the less they listen. In such situations, specialist music teachers have a vital role to play… 

What do you do in a week of ‘enrichment’ afternoons for thirty Year 3 children, allotted to the recorder? Do you view it as a chance for some lively music games, perhaps some spontaneous group composition – maybe (differentiation and inclusion allowing) even an old-fashioned grapple with ‘merrily we roll along’?  No, nothing so risky. You put on a backing CD with a three chord groove and get them to play the note ‘B’ to it. All week.
     Of course, my example is deliberately provocative (it’s still true though) and some would say unfair. Many primary schools have an enviable music provision – often nurtured by a supportive head teacher – where classroom teachers and specialist musicians collaborate. Unfortunately, an uninformed and inconsistent approach to class music teaching is still more widespread than might be expected.
     A recent research survey by Durham University (Holden & Button, 2006) found that, of all National Curriculum subjects, primary teachers felt least confident when teaching music, considering it to be too ‘specialist’ an area to take on. Helpful on-line resources may be at hand, but when faced with competing demands on their time, generalist teachers can find it tempting to reach for canned rather fresh varieties of music. Such musical ready-meals, attractively packaged, can always be relied on as a quick fix for irksome tasks – whether it’s times tables, the Christmas production, or simply as background to aid pupil concentration levels.
     As musicians, we may feel that a heavy diet of recorded music is wrong, but it’s worth being clear as to what exactly is wrong about it. After all, recorded music in itself is surely neither bad nor good (unless it sounds woefully awful, but that’s another matter).

     Pros and cons of recorded music
Thanks to technology, recorded music is everywhere. For many children (& adults) it’s the soundtrack to their daily lives – not just in terms of leisure pursuits like T.V. or computer games, but as an accompaniment to homework or travel.
     Way back in 1936, the philosopher-writer Walter Benjamin celebrated the fact that mechanical reproduction both widened access to art and let people engage with it on their own terms, when they wished. It’s certainly true that, potentially, children have the chance to listen to a wider variety of musics than ever before. But do they?
     Paradoxically, the ubiquitous presence of music in daily life can mean we simply take it for granted. A study by psychologists at Leicester University monitored 346 people for two weeks to explore how they related to music. They concluded that, for many, music was‘sonic wallpaper’, listened to passively – even apathetically. What then are the likely effects of a ‘surround sound’ culture, consisting almost solely of recorded music?

	Poor or blunted listening skills and short attention span
	Less interaction with music in a hands-on way
	A passive attitude to music: music-making is something that other people (the good ones) do.
	Less motivation to make music, because it doesn’t sound as good as recordings
	Less exploration of different musics because they go unnoticed.
	Loss of connection with musical contexts and sound sources e.g. instruments and styles have no meaning beyond being options on electric keyboards. This is similar to the complaints of the ‘real food’ movement that some children don’t know that vegetables grow in the ground, or that milk comes from cows.

     The case for live music
Far from being a kind of benign ‘auditory cheesecake’ as psychologist Steven Pinker has claimed, it seems that music encourages cognitive and social flexibility. Recent research suggests that humans have a pre-disposition to be musical – in other words, we are primed for music. Vocal interactions between babies and their mothers are one of the first indicators of this.
     One of the advantages of music is that it’s a way of communicating that can carry multiple meanings. Music-cognition expert Ian Cross views music a risk free space where children can explore social behaviour: “each child in a group involved in a cooperative musical activity may interpret it as something different, but it doesn’t threaten the collective music activity”.
     As well as shaping brains and building social skills, active music-making encourages coordination. Children naturally want to move to music – a process that’s sometimes called entrainment. Although they’re perfectly happy moving to recorded sound, the effect of live music can be transformative, as professional pianist Jane recounts:
“So I’d taken the ballet accompanying on because it fitted around other things. It was difficult at first because they were used to hearing it on CD and the teacher wanted the metronome markings exact. But they were so excited by the piano – kept skipping over to it, and the teacher said their dancing had so much more energy. They really started to listen to me”.
     If the benefits of making and interacting with live music are so obvious, why are some primary class music lessons so lacklustre – or worse, simply absent? A look at what class teachers are required to do and how they feel about it may provide some answers.

     What classroom teachers are faced with
Since the education reform act (1988) and the National Curriculum, it’s now expected that all children in England and Wales will be taught music by a class teacher or music specialist. The National Curriculum includes music as a ‘non-core foundation subject’ (www.curriculumonline.gov/uk (​http:​/​​/​www.curriculumonline.gov​/​uk​)). In a list (that reads chillingly like a hierarchy), music is placed sixth (out of nine) – below subjects such as history, geography, languages, art and design, but above P.E. and citizenship.
     The guidelines advocate an active exploratory approach which emphasizes:
	The importance of playing an instrument (throughout KS1-4) beginning with tuned and untuned instruments at KS1.
	Singing. At KS2 (7-11 years old) this should include songs ‘in unison and two parts, with clear diction, control of pitch, a sense of phrase and musical expression.’
	The importance of performance, improvisation and composition, from KS1 onwards.
	Exposure to a range of live and recorded music from different times and cultures.

Many class teachers simply do not feel they have the training, skills, time or resources to take these guidelines on. The 2006 Durham university research survey asked teachers about the forms of support they received in music teaching. Most popular were published music schemes (69%). However, although such schemes may be valuable (see DfES and curriculumonline sites) the authors of the survey found a tendency to ‘follow these religiously, without interpretation’. Non-specialist musicians were also attracted to music schemes because ‘they liked the support of a tape when singing’.
     Other forms of support cited were School schemes of work (63%), INSET (34%) and advice from a music coordinator (28%). Alarmingly, the least frequent form of support available was support in the classroom from a specialist musician (9%). When asked what form of support they would most benefit from an increase in, the answer was resoundingly clear: more specialist musicians.

Bring in the music specialists
     For some time it’s been accepted that there are not enough music specialists in primary education. In 1995 an HMI report of key stages 1 & 2 of the National Curriculum reported that the highest standards occurred in lessons taught by a music specialist and class teacher. From the outside, music’s situation is a curious one. Primary teachers don’t appear to feel the need to have similar back-up of graphic and fine artists for art and technology classes. It’s an added bonus when artists make an input through workshops/short residencies, but the chances are that the generalist teacher will still be able to inspire and manage good work. 
     To the non-specialist, music is mysterious. It can’t be seen, it’s not an exact language and yet can be written down in a complicated way. It’s associated with words like ‘gifted’ and ‘talented’, but is so much part of the fabric of everyday life that it can pass unnoticed.
We may have to accept that it is regarded as ‘difficult’ by non-musicians, acknowledging at the same time the opportunity that this creates for team-work (funding permitting) between classroom teachers and musicians. Several possible routes of employment emerge:
	Instrumental teachers interested in working in a classroom context may be invited to do so by the school itself.
	Instrumental teachers, having got to know the schools in which they work, may offer an input into class music teaching, working alongside the class teacher or alone.
	Local Music Services may locate classroom work for their employees.
	Musicians may offer workshops or short residencies to schools.
	Qualified primary teachers with a specialism in music, may make this a main focus by becoming music co-ordinators for their schools.

     Musicians are sometimes dissuaded from working within a classroom context because of confusions relating to employment status. A notoriously grey area, some schools insist on Qualified Teacher Status (QTS) whilst others have a more informal approach, but may pay only classroom assistant rates. Currently, the only sound advice is to seek clarification from the school in question. Training-wise, Trinity-Guildhall’s new (DfES funded) CPD programme is aimed at anyone involved in whole class instrumental/vocal work at KS2. Completion leads to the award of a Primary Practitioner certificate. (www.ks2.org.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.ks2.org.uk​)). 
     The rewards for specialist musicians working in schools are immense, and contribution that they can make towards the curriculum is unique, as the following examples illustrate:
Jenny has recently moved from freelance work as a supply teacher and kindermusik instructor into full-time primary education. She teaches music throughout the school. Classes are a lively mix of circle dances and games (influenced by Kindermusik), encouraging singing, teaching composition, improvisation and basic notation, in addition to developing memory, coordination and confidence skills. Her reputation has spread, and other schools are keen to employ her.

George Fiawoo, West African musician, dancer and storyteller is completing a week-long residency for year 3 & 4 children at a local primary school. The culmination is a whole school interactive presentation of Ghanian music and dance. The occasion is noisy and vibrant – call and response mingle with complicated drum ostinati. In five days ‘Uncle George’ has covered a range of KS2 music targets, and his visit is remembered for many months to come.

In July 2005, Music Manifesto 1 was published. The result of collaboration between the DfES, DCMS, teachers, performers, composers and a broad range of music organisations, it set out the facts about the current state of music education in England, plus ways in which it could be improved. Music Manifesto 2, published in October 2006, has built on these foundations. A key recommendation is that every child has ‘a statutory entitlement to a wide range of high quality, live music and a sound foundation in general musicianship’. Increased collaboration between class teachers and specialist musicians could make this a reality, guiding children away from indifference to a barely noticed environment of recorded sound towards a hands-on engagement with live music at all levels, whether playing or listening. 
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